
Welcome to the wonderful world of Super SMAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAAASH BROTHEEEEEEEEEERS. 
*Cough*
This is the world of childlike wonder, exploration, and copious amounts of cartoon violence. Meet 
your favorite Nintendo characters in this mega cross over of a life time. Perhaps maybe even meet 
some beyond the Nintendo brand! Who knows in this crazy, crazy world. Though the setting may 
seem barren at first but give it some time its vibrant secrets will come to light eventually. Remember 
you're here to have some good old fashioned fun! 

Age and Sex
It doesn't really matter how old you are in this universe age doesn't really apply to you. If you want 
you can change your sex for free! In the end it doesn't really matter as you'll be too busy busting 
some heads anyway.

Location
You have to have to place to start your adventure right? Each franchise has a domain of their own. 
Whether it's the jungle, the desert, a giant ice capped mountain, or an abandoned castle. Each 
character has a place they call home relative to their Franchise.

1 Rundown Castle: A ruined castle left over from the ravages of a raging war. But nothing to really 
worry. It's all for fun really. You have to practice your war tactics somewhere. And what better place 
than the actual battlefield. Some rulers don't exactly like to curate over such tame events at the 
Smash Stadium. Many warriors of immense tactical and martial skill constantly train here. Maybe 
you can join in on the fun. Impress them with your skill and wit!

2 Abandoned Amusement Park: Man this place is Spooky. And really lethal for a place meant to 
amuse children. The dreary place has grey skies and dead shadowy atmosphere. It's a pretty 
unfriendly place to say the least. But the Smashers that hang out here can find great isolation to 
practice and gather their thoughts. And several mentally gifted thinkers hang out here. But be 
forewarned this place is home to a rather unplesant child or at least I think he is. That really doesn't 
matter when he has giant rampaging statues and his humongous robot spider bed to deal with. But 
you aren't alone as several of these lone thinkers might help you out if you find yourself in trouble. 
Maybe if you give them something else to think about they might even join you on further 
adventures.  

3 City in the Clouds: Welcome to Skyw-erm I mean It's a city in the clouds. Many angelic and high 
flying Smashers mingle. It's a pretty nice place all things considered. A temple for a very specific 
goddess is placed at the center of the bustling town. Wonder who it's for. 

4 Smash Stadium: A giant floating stadium hovering over an extensive urban city. Possibly the 
highest concentration of Smashers available. It should be since tournaments of all kinds are hosted 
here. But the mainstay is fighting tournaments, fight a wide variety of famous smashers reside here. 
Many high profile and powerful rulers sometimes preside over them. A truly amazing place to train 
and acquire some mundane wares, and trinkets. Maybe even a friend or two.  

5 Floating Island: A floating tropical paradise. You'll love the place. It's got so many fruit baring trees, 
a mountain, and lots of tunnels underground that lead all over the place. Including that giant 
underground factory that's pumping out thousands of robots….wait. Oh neat they Look like R.O.B! 
Wait why are they shooting lazers!, and Missles! What's going on! Be in for quite the ride jumper as 
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Wait why are they shooting lazers!, and Missles! What's going on! Be in for quite the ride jumper as 
you where never really meant to be here. But hey if you're clever you can steal some of their 
blueprints for weapons and other secrets.  

6 Laboritory Complex: Many ancient places and things reside here. HAHA Just kidding it's actually a 
front for an underground laboratory, filled with genetic experiments, advanced robots, and 
dangerous architecture. Many  scientific discoveries could be made here. And many of the tech and 
science oriented smashers reside here maintaining, upgrading, and repairing their advanced gear for 
battle. It's rather tame at first, but the deeper you go the more malevolent the place becomes. 
Almost as if it's hiding something.

7 SubSpace: Depending on how you fluff things this could be a very bad place or a pretty awesome 
one. You wake up in the endless dimensional void known as subspace. This place falls under the 
domain of Master and Crazy hand. They aren't really antagonistic of you but it would be wise to not 
pick a fight with them as they have various high profile villains under their wing or as partners in 
crime.  Though if you want I can arrange you as one of the enlisted underlings. If you want to have a 
friendly chat with some of your favorite villains and elder evils this is the place to do it. They seem 
unusually more lax in their villainous tendencies than normal. Best them in a fight they might start 
respecting you.  

8 Free choice [Free Drop-ins]: For anyone else this just places you just appear anywhere on the 
above list. For Drop-ins however this means they have the option of having a custom area dedicated 
to their theme. It's just a home base for other smashers might travel through and meet this fancy 
newcomer. It could be anything from an undersea military base, to a interdimensional tower, it just 
has to be accessible and survivable by any normal smasher.    
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